How to nest views?

- Mix & match nested windows #1
  Problems:
  - It may not always be obvious to a user that certain views are available with certain supervisions.
  - Must make it obvious when user does something to toggle into alternate view (e.g., drag-click line) that prev. view is still available.

- Mix & match nested windows #2
  Problems (cont'd):
  - How much info on any given view is some-thing translated into any alternate view?
  - Will states change when toggling from one to another? Will the user trust it?
Q: Should a part of the view be reserved exclusively for certain "always accessible elements"?

E.g. print command line description help files, etc.

Things that belong in Panel A:
- Direct
- Indirect

Overlays of multiple views at a time

Things that belong in Panel B:
- Thumbnail
- Top view
- Suitable for design review

Info now visible
Sub 1
Sub 2
Sub 3